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Types of Activities

This book offers over 500 top quality PDF printable worksheets, taken out of our three mega ESL Lesson Planning sites: 

ESL/EFL teachers will find this book a great aid for lesson planning. The following are some of the vocabulary activities in the book:

i. Crossword puzzles
ii. Word Search puzzles
iii. Text Mazes – For reading comprehension
iv. Word Scrambles or Jumble
v. Quizzes: multiple choice, true or false
vi. Gap Fill Exercises
vii. Matching Exercises
viii. Word Spirals
ix. Flashcards
x. Sentence Scrambles
xi. Writing Templates
xii. Word Links
xiii. Word Chop
xiv. Ranking Exercises
xv. Wheel Word Search
xvi. Surveys: Find Someone who
61 VOCABULARY TOPICS

1. Action Verbs
2. Adjectives - personality, Clothes Adj., opposites
3. Advertising & Business English
4. Animals - zoo, farm, pet animals
5. Birthdays & Celebrations
6. Body parts - head, shoulder etc.
7. British vs. American English
8. Chores and Housework
9. Christmas Exercises
10. City and Places Around
11. Classroom and school subjects
12. Clothes, dressing up
13. Computer parts and electronic accessories
14. Countries and cities
15. Days, Months, and ordinal numbers
16. Describing People - Physical appearance
17. Environment - problems, solutions
18. Family vocabulary
19. Famous Places - Great Wall, Colosseum etc.
20. Festivals Worksheets
21. Fires and Safety Worksheets
22. Food & Drinks (General)
23. Food International food
24. Fruits - apples, orange etc.
25. Halloween Worksheets
26. Health, Sickness, Hospitals and Doctors
27. Hobbies and recreation, Fun Activities
28. Home and Household items
29. Jobs and occupations - Resource pack 1
30. Jobs and occupations - Resource pack 2
31. Law and order - Exercises related to legal vocabulary
32. Manners and good behaviour
33. Martin Luther King Jr. Exercises
34. Mother's Day Exercises
35. Movies - Cartoons, Horror - Kinds of movies
36. Music - Instruments, music worksheets
37. Numbers - Cardinal & Ordinal numbers
38. Olympics Games and Sports worksheets
39. Physical world - Geography, Landscapes & Terrain
40. Places Around - & Things we do at these places (Also see CITY Worksheets)
41. Plants: Things we need to grow plants
42. Politics and government worksheets
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43. Products and Materials - Famous brands
44. Revision Exercises
45. Routines, chores and daily obligations (Also See TIME WORKSHEETS)
46. School, Subjects and what we do at school
47. Shopping, comparing and buying things
48. Solar Systems - Planets, Sun, Comparatives
49. Sports - Olympic sports, mainstream sports
50. St. Patrick's Day and Thanksgiving
51. Survival - marooned - Lost
52. Taboos - Public signs and notices
53. Time - Telling the time (Also see DAILY ROUTINES)
54. Toys and things Children play with
55. Transportation words - Cars, truck etc.
56. Travel - Getting away - holidays
57. Valentine's Day
58. Vegetables - Things we eat
59. Weather and Seasons
60. Prefixes and Suffixes (affixes) & Word Formation : (Prefixes and suffixes help us form new words in English. We can make new words by adding an affix to change or modify the meaning for ex. weak = weakness) Prefixes and word relationship

- Prefixes board game
- Prefixes multiple choice exercise
- Prefixes and word meaning
- Latin prefixes
- Adjectives from nouns using suffixes
- Jobs word suffixes - teach - teacher
- Jobs word formation with compound words- pop + singer = pop singer
- Verb to noun suffixes - Add a suffix to make a noun
- Prefix meaning - matching exercise
- Prefix word base exercise 1
- Prefix word base exercise 2

61. Phrasal Verbs - Verbs with a preposition usually with an idiomatic meaning. Some are however easy to figure out like - sit down

- Phrasal verbs 1 - missing preposition
- Phrasal verbs 2 - Verb meaning
- Phrasal verbs matching exercise 1
- Phrasal verbs matching exercise 2
- Phrasal verbs matching exercise 3